Items and resources referenced in Bill Roberson’s workshops.

1. Conceptests: puzzling tasks designed to get students to think conceptually
   Eric Mazur (Harvard): see his web videos on youtube, and read this short article.
   Other materials by him can be found via Google.

2. Active Learning; groups; INDUCTIVE teaching and learning
   Richard Felder (NC State).
   http://www4.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers/users/f/felder/public/Student-Centered.html

3. Team-Based Learning
   Larry Michaelsen (Central Missouri State, formerly of Oklahoma): author and primary promoter of
   Team-Based Learning. Access to an abundance of materials can be found at
   http://teambasedlearning.org

4. A layman’s guide to how the brain works, and how teaching and learning can be done so as to take
   advantage of the Brain’s natural and necessary processes
   James Zull, The Art of Changing the Brain (Stylus)